Step Away from the Screen

From the classroom to the boardroom, interactive
technology has changed the face of presentations.

Wireless Connectivity

Range of Connectivity

Technology has made it easier than ever to communicate clearly and
collaborate with confidence. But how effective is an interactive display
if you’re shackled to the front of the room for the entire presentation?
With the Clear Touch™ Mini Wireless Keyboard & Touchpad, you gain
the freedom to move about and interact with your audience while still
controlling every detail of your presentation. Change slides, type notes,
zoom in, zoom out, and highlight important information--all from up
to 32 feet away. Compatible with all Clear Touch Interactive® panels
as well as a wide range of interactive panels, laptops, tablets, smart
TVs; this versatile, wireless solution gives you the flexibility to present
information however and wherever you want.

Key Benefits

The Clear Touch Interactive® Mini Wireless Keyboard & Touchpad enhances
your interactive panel by allowing you to control your presentation from
distances of up to 32 feet. The keyboard’s 2.4 GHz wireless connectivity
and USB adapter allow users to connect to a variety of devices with ease.

If you need to type a note on the
screen or search the Internet,
the full QWERTY keyboard
allows you to enter text without
returning to your PC or laptop.
Then, with the simple touch of
a button, the device converts
to a classic touchpad for easier
screen navigation and control.
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COMPATIBLE DEVICES

Compatible with all Clear Touch™
panels, the Clear Touch™ Mini
Wireless Keyboard & Touchpad
also expands the presentation
power of a wide range of devices.
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